Hi, my name is Colum Mackey!

|Hidden Course Costs

I've spent two years advocating for you at Ulster University; I've been working to
deliver a vibrant, involving and representative Students' Union. A Union you want
to be involved with and can be proud of. We've come a long way; but your SU
can do so much more! I'm asking for your vote to make it happen.

This year I worked with VP Belfast to lobby the University to be more up front
on the true cost of studying at Ulster. Our work was lorded nationally by the
National Union of Students as an example of standing up for student rights.

| Representing you!
This year Ulster announced hard hitting cuts to courses and student numbers.
I've advocated for publically funded HE and for a change in the frequency of
student loan payments. I've spoke out
against cuts to nursing bursaries and
lobbied MP's in Westminster against
cutting maintenance grants.
Next year I will continue to make sure
your voice is heard by the decision makers who matter at Ulster, Stormont and
Westminster. I'll fight for students!

|What matters to you!
This year Student Council is 4x larger than last. We
introduced new changes to give you more influence
and we reacted to what Council had to say. I led the
team which brought you Suicide Awareness Training,
Love Week, International Week, Housing Rights
Training, Women in Leadership and gender neutral
toilets.
Next year we can do more. With more student input we'll run campaigns on the
issue which matter to you!

Next year I'll continue to listen, react and work on the issues affecting you.

|Events!
This year I led a team to run 59
events for Freshers… up from 25 the year before! But we haven't stopped;
whether it's a night out, a quiz, a boat trip or an historical tour we've continued
to host events to make your time at Ulster the best it can be.
Next year will be bigger and better. There is still not enough happening on
campus. I want a bigger Freshers and a more comprehensive calendar of events
for the whole year.

|#UlsterUniCuts
This year I voted against cutting student numbers,
reducing staff and slashing courses. I protested with students, lecturers and
support staff. I spoke with the Minister for the Department of Employment and
Learning, the DEL Committee, the Secretary of State for NI, MLA's, MP's and the
press to make sure the impact of cuts on students was well known.
Next year will be the first year with less students and staff. I'll continue to fight
to safeguard the quality of your education and make sure the resources are in
place so your experience isn't affected.

You want change. I'll work hard to keep making it happen.

Vote MACKEY for President!

